
Magnetic fields are the invisible affect on space surrounding something which displays magnetism.  Any 
moving electrical charge creates a magnetic field surrounding it as per Maxwell's equations.

Oersted discovered that an electric current produces a magnetic field surrounding it. Bigger current, 
bigger mag field (B), further distance from the current, smaller magnetic field.
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Maxwell showed that B =  o   

Where  is current in amps
r is radial distance from the conductor (wire)
B is magnitude of magnetic field in Teslas

o   is the permeability of free space <= the ease with which magnetic fields propagate thru a vacuum (air)

o = 4 x 10 - 7 Tm/A
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Note the B field surrounds a linear conductor (wire) in a circle of radius R.
The direction of the magnetic field is given by the right hand rule for linear conductors. Place the 
thumb of your right hand in the direction of the current, your fingers will then circle the 
conductor (wire) in the direction of B.

The magnetic field surrounding a linear conductor (straight wire or beam of charged particles) is a circle.
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conductor (wire) in the direction of B.

Solenoids: multiple loops o' wire

RHR for solenoids: fingers will follow the current around the solenoid
Then thumb indicates the North Pole of the solenoid

The B-field of a solenoid is found as  B = On I / l
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RH Motor rule: a force is exerted on charges (currents) by independent 
magnetic fields. The force (FB) must be perpendicular to B, and 
perpendicular the flowing charge.

Let the fingers of your right hand represent the magnetic field (B)
The thumb of your right hand represents current direction (I)
The palm represents the direction of the force (FB)
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